Rosetta Stone

Trainer’s Corner

JOIN US FOR OUR MONTHLY WEBINAR SERIES hosted by a Rosetta Stone trainer.
Each month, we will discuss a different topic to address pain points, topics of interest,
or frequently asked questions for Rosetta Stone in the corporate setting.

W E B I N A R S E R I E S

ATTEND UPCOMING WEBINARS
Strategies to Engage Hourly Employees

Advocating for Language Training

We all know it’s critical to keep employees engaged and excited about language
learning. Join this webinar to hear some tried and true techniques, and learn how
others have created plans to keep their employees progressing beyond the
initial days of excitement.

In many organizations, language learning is a “nice to have” perk for employees.
However, learning a new language impacts business results, including increasing
employee retention, global expansion, and promoting collaboration, diversity,
and inclusion. Hear from the Return on Language Learning team about the
benefits of improving communication in the workplace.

JANUARY 23, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

Implementing a Successful Language Program at Work
A language program is a powerful benefit provided to employees. What are the
key steps in implementing a successful language program in your organization?
Join us to learn some of the strongest strategies that we’ve seen in successful
launches. Learn how to motivate and track employees’ progress.

FEBRUARY 21, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

I’m So Busy! What Are Some Rosetta Stone Best Practices?
It seems that we never have enough time in each day to do all we need to do.
To add learning a new language sometimes seems impossible. We have
found that consistency is critical in learning a new language. We’ll share some
best practices to help you find the time in your hectic life to meet your goal
of language learning.

APRIL 24, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

SEPTEMBER 26, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

Proving the Value of Language Learning to Leadership
Hear from the Rosetta Stone Return on Language Learning team on best
practices for proving the value of language learning (and other eLearning
programs) to the leadership team.

OCTOBER 23, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

Including Language Learning in Your Professional
Development Paths
Are you tasked with putting together your 2019 professional development
plans? We’ll discuss how to incorporate language learning as part of your
overall training programs.

NOVEMBER 13, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP

Rosetta Stone Learner Spotlight
Join us to meet some successful language learners who achieved their goals
thanks to their new linguistic skills. We will talk about why they chose to learn a new
language, how they approached the training, and how they’ve grown along the way.

MAY 23, 2018 | 3 PM EST

SIGN UP
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